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QUESTION 1

You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in reating business Intelligence (BI) by using
SQL Server2008. 

Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server2008. You work as the technical
support. 

Now you receive an e-mail from your company CIO, in the e-mail, the CIO assigns a task to you. You use SQL Server
2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) to create a solution. 

Your solution includes a time dimension named DimDay. 

And the DimDay dimension contains a hierarchy named Yr-Qtr-Mth. There is a measure group named Measures01
which contains a measure named Number. Now a calculated member has to be created, then it will be used to display
the 

Number measure in the previous time period for the current level of the Yr-Qtr- Mth hierarchy. 

In the following options, which expression should be used? 

A. ([Measures01].[Number],OPENINGPERIOD( [DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].FirstSibling.Level)) 

B. ([Measures01].[Number],LASTPERIODS( 0,[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].PrevMember)) 

C. ([Measures01].[Number],[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].PrevMember) 

D. ([Measures01].[Number],[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].FirstSibling) 

Correct Answer: C 

Functions for navigating Hierarchies 

MDX provides functions such as PrevMember, Children, and Parent for navigating hierarchies. PrevMember takes a
member and returns a previous member in the hierarchy. For example, [Order Date]. [Calendar].PrevMember returns
the 

previous member with respect to the current member of the Calendar hierarchy. So if the Calendar hierarchy is
expanded to the Year level and the current cell is referenced by year 2004, PrevMember will return year 2003. 

EXAM TIP 

The PrevMember function is frequently used to defi ne the KPI Trend or Goal properties. for example, the Reseller
Sales KPI uses the following expression to set the Goal property to 40 percent more than the Reseller Sales Amount for
the 

previous date period: 1.40 * ([Date]. 

[Calendar].PrevMember, [Measures].[Reseller Sales 

Amount]) 

Consequently, if the user browses the cube data by years, the PrevMember function will return the previous year for
each year. If the user browses data by quarters, the PrevMember will return the previous quarter for each quarter, and
so on. 
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QUESTION 2

You maintain a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) instance. The instance contains a database that is used by
the members of the Engineering group. 

You configure a new role named Engineering and Design by using the following allowed permission set: 

{[Employees].[Department].[Engineering and Design]} 

You assign the Engineering group to the Engineering and Design role. 

You need to ensure that users in the Engineering and Design role can only view data for their department. 

What should you do? 

A. Add your account temporarily to the Engineering and Design role. 

B. Select the Enable Visual Totals check box for the Engineering and Design role. 

C. Add the Roles= [Engineering and Design]; parameter to the connection string. 

D. Add the User ID= [Engineering and Design]; parameter to the connection string. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by using
SQL Server2008. 

Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server2008. You work as the technical
support. According to the requirement of the company CIO, you design a SQL 

Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS) data flow. 

The data flow inserts data from a source query to a destination table. But now you must make sure that only those rows
that do not already exist in the destination table are inserted. So what should you do to accomplish this task? (choose
more than one) 

A. In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Fuzzy Lookup transformation 

B. In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Fuzzy Grouping transformation 

C. In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Merge transformation 

D. In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Lookup transformation 

E. In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Union All transformation 

F. In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Merge Join transformation 

Correct Answer: DF 
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Lookup Transformation 

The Lookup transformation performs lookups by joining data in input columns with columns in a reference dataset. You
use the lookup to access additional information in a related table that is based on values in common columns. 

The reference dataset can be a cache file, an existing table or view, a new table, or the result of an SQL query. The
Lookup transformation uses either an OLE DB connection manager or a Cache connection manager to connect to the 

reference dataset. For more information, see OLE DB Connection Manager and Cache 

Connection Manager 

Integration Services and SQL Server differ in the way they compare strings. If the Lookup transformation is configured
to load the reference dataset into cache before the Lookup transformation runs, Integration Services does the lookup 

comparison in the cache. Otherwise, the lookup operation uses a parameterized SQL statement and SQL Server does
the lookup comparison. This means that the Lookup transformation might return a different number of matches from the 

same lookup table depending on the cache type. Merge Join Transformation The Merge Join transformation provides an
output that is generated by joining two sorted datasets using a FULL, LEFT, or INNER join. For example, you can use a 

LEFT join to join a table that includes product information with a table that lists the country/region in which a product
was manufactured. The result is a table that lists all products and their country/region of origin. For more information,
see 

Using Joins. 

You can configure the Merge Join transformation in the following ways: 

*

 Specify the join is a FULL, LEFT, or INNER join. 

*

 Specify the columns the join uses. 

*

 Specify whether the transformation handles null values as equal to other nulls. 

Note: If null values are not treated as equal values, the transformation handles null values like the SQL Server 

Database Engine does. 

This transformation has two inputs and one output. It does not support an error output. 

Input Requirements 

The Merge Join Transformation requires sorted data for its inputs. For more information about this important
requirement, see How to: Sort Data for the Merge and Merge Join Transformations. 

Join Requirements The Merge Join transformation requires that the joined columns have matching metadata. For
example, you cannot join a column that has a numeric data type with a column that has a character data type. If the
data has a string data type, the length of the column in the second input must be less than or equal to the length of the
column in the first input with which it is merged. 
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QUESTION 4

You develop a series of SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS) packages. You need to ensure that the following
requirements are met: 

The packages contain configurations. 

The configuration information is centrally stored for all packages. 

There are no dependencies among the packages. 

Which component should you use to configure the package? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
Choose two.) 

A. 

A SQL Server 2008 table 

B. 

A parent package variable 

C. 

A registry entry 

D. 

An environment variable 

E. 

An XML configuration file 

Correct Answer: AE 

Integration Services supports several different methods of storing package configurations, such as XML files, tables in a
SQL Server database, and environment and package variables. 

Each configuration is a property/value pair. The XML configuration file and SQL Server configuration types can include
multiple configurations. The following table describes the package configuration types. 

If you select the XML configuration file configuration type, you can create a new configuration file, reuse an existing file
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and add new configurations, or reuse an existing file but overwrite existing file content. If you select the SQL Server
configuration type, you specify the connection to the SQL Server database in which you want to store the configurations.
You can save the configurations to an existing table or create a new table in the specified database. Note: SSIS (SQL
Server Integration Services) is an upgrade of DTS (Data Transformation Services), which is a feature of the previous
version of SQL Server. Integration Services provides a platform to build data integration and workflow applications. The
primary use for SSIS is data warehousing as the product features a fast and flexible tool for data extraction,
transformation, and loading (ETL). ). The tool may also be used to automate maintenance of SQL Server databases,
update multidimensional cube data, and perform other functions. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by using
SQL Server2008. 

Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server2008. There are two servers in your
company. 

One is a production server and another one is a development server. 

Now you\\'re in charge of a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) database on a production server. 

The database has a cube. New functionality has been added to the cube on a development server. Now you receive an
order from your company CIO, according to the requirement of the CIO, the new functionality has to be deployed from
the 

development server to the production server. 

You have to accomplish this task and reduce the effect on the users to the least. So what action should you perform? 

A. In order to accomplish this task, you should copy the appropriate files from the development server to the production
server 

B. In order to accomplish this task, the Synchronize Database Wizard should be used. 

C. In order to accomplish this task, using Business Intelligence Development Studio (BIDS), modify the Target Server
property to the production server. Then deploy the solution 

D. In order to accomplish this task, first the production database should be detached. Second, you should copy the
appropriate files to the production server; at last you should attach the database on the production server. 

Correct Answer: B 

p . 287 Using the Synchronize Database Wizard Synchronizing two SSAS databases is a common management task.
For example, you might need to process a cube once on a dedicated staging server and then deploy it to loadbalanced
production servers. The traditional way to synchronize databases is to back up and restore the SSAS database, but this
requires several steps and might take longer than you want. Instead, consider simplifying this task by using the
Synchronize Database Wizard. Understanding Database Synchronization The output of the Synchronize Database
Wizard is a single XMLA command named Synchronize. 

You need to send this command to the target server whose objects need to be updated. When the target server
receives the Synchronize command, it forwards the command to the specified source server so that the target server
can acquire 

a read lock on the source database. Next, the target server obtains a list of source database metadata and data files.
Having received the fi les, the target server releases the read lock on the source database because the target server
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can 

complete the remaining tasks on its own. The target server compares the source fi les against the state of the target
database and identifies the differences. Last, the target server applies the metadata and data differences to the target 

database to make it identical to its source counterpart. 

IMPORTANT setting up security Because copying the database metadata and data is a sensitive task, the Windows
account under which the target SSAS server runs must have administrative rights to the source database. 

When you connect to the source server in SSMS, you connect under your identity. However, the target server executes
the Synchronize command under its service account. If this is the Local System Windows account, the command will
fail. 

To avoid this, confi gure the target SSAS server to run under a domain account and grant that account administrative
rights to the source database. 

EXAM TIP 

Suppose that you have a farm of production servers and you need to deploy the latest changes to each server. you
want to avoid processing the SSAS database on each production server because each cube would take very long to
process. 

Instead, you decide to process the cube on a staging server and then synchronize each production server with the
staging server. The Synchronize Database Wizard is designed specifically to handle this deployment model. 
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